Erica Hensley is a public health and data reporter based in and covering the South, with a particular focus on reproductive health and equity.

Before joining The Fuller Project, she freelanced and worked as an investigative reporter focusing on public health for one of the first Southern non-profit digital outlets, Mississippi Today, where she was a Knight Foundation fellow and her COVID-19 work helped put national attention on Mississippi’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. She was the inaugural recipient of the Doris O’Donnell Innovations in Investigative Journalism Fellowship and won Atlanta Press Club’s investigative reporting award for her work on lead exposure in Georgia.

Erica received a bachelor’s in print journalism and political science from the University of Southern California and a master’s in health and medical journalism from the University of Georgia. She now splits her time between Mississippi and Georgia.

**RECENT REPORTING BY ERICA INCLUDES:**

- Why deaths by suicide often go uncounted in states’ maternal mortality studies - *Reckon*
- The South’s abortion battle has a new front: telemedicine - *Reckon*
- ‘Every shift, we’re just barely making it’: What nurses want us to know about the South’s COVID crisis - *Reckon*
- It’s not just Texas and Mississippi: Abortion access is in jeopardy across the Deep South - *Reckon*